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something of this region, a great deal of our own ignorance. 1 must confess, as one
who has been In a portion of that region, that I have learned much that has been new
to me, and I have been specially interested in the allusion which Mr. Neave made
to-night to the character of the native inhabitants of those regions. I t is one of the
most difficult problems that people in a new country have to deal with, how to
make their work fit in, if I may say so, with the native habits, so as not to dislocate the order of ideas to which natives are accustomed too rapidly. We have to
develop those territories in the best way possible, so as to make the best use of the
material at our disposal. We have to displace the primitive methods of agriculture
with something that is better, and to teach methods that will enable natives to
satisfy their wants with less en'ort and better results than is possible at present.
That great work, I hope, is being done gradually and effectively by the posts which
the Administration of the British South Africa Company is establishing throughout
these vast territories, of which you have got an illustration to-night in the admirable photograph which Mr. Neave has shown us of the post which was being
established in the extreme north at the time of his visit.
Dr. ARTHUBHAYDON
: There is one point we have just heard a little about, and
that is of the progress which is being made in thc treatment of sleeping-sickness.
We have seen various models of houses, and some example of the inoculation
treatment. I should like to know what progress is being made in the control of the
disease under the present conditions.
Mr. NEAVE: I think I might say very stringent regulations are beiug made in
Northern Rhodesia to prevent the spreading of it, bot I think it is more a question
to be answered by the Administration of the country than by myself.
The PRESIDENT
(after the paper) : Mr. Neave has shown us how the highlands
separate the country into three districts ; how they prevent migration of animals
from one part to another; and how they have created districts where the process
of evolution has run different courses. To-night's paper is, in fact, the account
of a Boundary Commission dealing with the boundaries between various animal
kingdoms, and I am sure yon will wish me in your name to thank Mr. Neave for
the charming description he has given of his labours in this direction. All the
speakers have joined in wishing good luck to Mr. Neave on his coming mission to
Africa, and have expressed their sincere hope, in which we all join, that these
1 successfnl.
labours ~ 1 1be
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Jntroduc.tion.-With the advance of knowledge concerning the sequence
of conditions affecting glaciers, it has come to be generally recognized that for a n y given district the factor of supreme importance
is temperature, a very moderate c l ~ a n g ein the average annual temperature being sufficient to profoundly transform a district, the aspect
of which is temperate, and to furnish i t with snow-fields and mountain
glaciers. Tllese slight variations in average annual temperature involve
less important geological changes than must be invoked i n order to
greatly modify the annual precipitation. Thns i t has been recently
estimated that a fall of but 3" (Pahr.) in the average annual temperature wolild result i n the formation of small glaciers within the area
of the Scottish Highlands, while a like fall of 12" within the Jiaurentian
Tdake district of North ~irnericawould suffice to bring on a period of
glaciation.
With the probability that such climatic changes would be initiatecl
slowly, t h e first visual evidence of the changing condition within all
districts of-accentuated relief would probably bc a longer persistence of
winter snows in the more elevated tracts ; which accumulations of snow
mould event~ially contribute a remnant to those of the succeeding
winter, and so bring on a cycle of glaciation. From this beginning
the cycle is an advancing one until a culmination is reached corresponding to the most rigorous of the climatic conditions. LZ resumption
of a more genial climate would result in a reverse series of changes,
terminating so soon as the winter's fall of snow is insufficient to produce
per~nanentsnow-drifts cven in the higher areas. It is therefore proper
to speak of the advancing and the receding hemicycles of glacicction.
Mountain versus Continental Gloeiers. -The land-forms which result
from glaciation within districts of strong relief when not entirely submerged beneath snow and ice, are totally different from those which
are sculptured beneath a glacier of continental dimensions. Examination of university text-books and experience with students have
alike convinced the writer that this difference has not been sufficiently
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accented. I n part, this may be explained by a rather general tendency
to treat the subject of erosion by glaciers in mountains from studies
niade especially in the lower altitudes." A quite general neglect of
those special conditions of denudation which are operative in high-level
areas of glaciers is, it is believed, responsible for an over-emphasis laid
upon the U-shaped trunk valley and the hanging tributary valley;
important as these features are.7 This over-emphasis can, perhaps,
be best illustrated by reference to a series of three successive ideali~tic
sketches, executed with great skill by an eminent American geographer,
and intended to develop especially the erosion forms which result
from mountain g1aciers.X The low-level sculpturing expressed by these
sketches is, in the opinion of the writer, admirable, and a true rendering of nature. It is the failure to recognize any additional process of
erosion operative in higher altitudes which destroys the value of the
high-level sculpturing displayed.
So far as low-level mountain glaciation is concerned, the erosive
processes are pretty well understood to be identical with those of
continental glaciers, namely, abrasion and plucking. The larger proportion of projecting rock-masses in *,hecase of mountain glaciers will,
however, presume a greater emphasis upon lateral undercutting from
the operation of both of these processes acting conjointly. It is the
operation of an additional denuding process of the first importance,
head-wall erosion, that differentiates all types of mountain glaciers
from continental ones. This distinguishing process is responsible for
the developlnent of the cirque (Ger. cirkzcs), which is known by a
variety of names in different glacier districts. I n Scotland it has beell
generally referred to as the corrie, in Wales as the cwm, and in Scandinavia as the botn or 7cjedel (kessel). I n the scientific literature of the
subject, the Bavarian-Austrian word kcihr has been used with increasing
frequency for the same topographic feature. I n view of this diversity
in resultant topography, and despite their close genetic relationships,
we would do well to sharply separate in our discussions continental
glaciers from all other types, which latter we may include under the
broad term of mountain glaciers.
Tlw Glacial Antphitheatre in Litercitz~re.-It is safe to say that no
topographic feature is more characteristic of the niountains which have

* '. T l ~ cvisitor replicd that hc mas a valley climber, not a mountain climber. IIe
found snfficicnt pleasure at the moulrtaiu basc, and such was my case also. Mountsintops are indced worthy objects of a climber's ambition, but if one wishes to get s t the
bottom fgcts, lct hirn cxamine thc vallcgs" (W. M. Davis, "Glacicr Erosion iu t l ~ e
Vs1lc.y of the Ticino," 'Appalachia,' vol. 9, 1901, p. 137).
t On hanging valleys, see cspecially W. M. Davis, Proc. Boston So(.. A7ut. Lllist.,
vol. 29, 1301, pp. 273-322 ; and G. K. Gilbcrt, <Harrirnan Alaska Expedition,' vol. 3,
" (;lacicrs."
$ IV. M. Davis, "The Sculpture of Mountaius by Glaciers," Scot. Geo!]r. Mug.,
vol. 22, 1906, figs. 1-3.
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been occupied by glaciers than is the cirque. Approaching a range
from a considerable distance, there is certainly no form which so quiclrly
forces itself upon the attention. The U-shaped valley and the hanging
side valley, important as these are, are here decidedly less impressive.
Yet the great majority of works upon the subject, by ignoring the
significance of the cirque, allow the reader to assume that the glaciers
discovered the cirques ready formed to gather in the snows for their
and Salisbury
nourishment. Even the standard work of Cha~i~berlin
is open to this objection."
Despite the attitude of the general texts', which so largely determine
what might be called the accepted body of doctrine of a science, there
are a number of papers dealing with the origin of the cirque. One of
the first to recognize the cirque as a product of glacial erosion was
Tyndall, whose keen mind has so illumined the page of mountain
glaciation.7 Tn oppositio~lto his view, Bonney published iri 1 8 7 1 a
somewhat elaborate article, in which the line of argnment was: (1) that
the Alpine cirques must havc been prodnced by the same agency which
shaped the valleys below then1 ; (2) that the valleys were not moulded
by glaciers; and hence, (3) the cirques must have been retained from
tho pre-glacial land surface.$ The published disclission of this paper
developed no opposition to tlie view, thongh Tloctor, now Sir Archibald,
Goikie stated that he could not see his way to account for the vertical
walls surrounding the'cirque. On tho other hand, tlie Italian l'rofessor
Gastaldi recognized the work of the ice in tho &aping of cirques in
tlie Italian Alps, § as IIelland did in those of Norway. The latter
believed that excessive weathering in the rock above the ne've' played
an important r d e , though abrasion by the ice upon the floor was the
largor factor.[/ Later, Russell in America,F Wallace in England,** and
de Martonne on the continent, t: further advocated tlie glacial origin
of cirques. l'enck has explained tlie developi~lentof cirques as the
---

* ' Geology,'
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vol. 1 : " l'roccsst s and their Results," 190.1, pp. 272-276, and cspcoially fig. 250. See also 'College Geology,' by the same autlior.q, 1909, p. 256.
t John 'l'gnclall, "On the (:oufonll~ation of the Alps," I'hil. Lll(iy., Scr. 4, vol. 24,
1862, pp. 1G9-173.
$ T. G: Bonncy, "011the Formation of 'Cirques,' wit11 their I3earing upon Theories
attributing thc l~xcavationof 3Iountain Valleys lnninly lo thc Action of (;lnciers,"
Qrcaut. Jour. Geol. Soc., vol. 27, 1871, pp. 312-324.
5 U. (fastaldi, "On the Effects of Cilacier-erosion in Alpine Vnllcys," ibid., ~ o l 29,
.
1873, pp. 39(i-401.
1I Amund. Helland, " Uebcr die Vcrgletscherung dcr Firijcr, sowie der Slietlnnd
und Orknoy Inseln," Zcitach. d. Uelitsch. Geol. Gesellsch., vol. 31, 1878, PI). 716-755,
c.sl?ccially pp. 731-733.
f 1. C. ILassell, " (Juartermtry llistory of Mono \.alley, California," '8th Ann. llcpt.
U.S. Gcol. Surv.,' 1889, pp. 352-355.
** -1.It. IVallnce, " T l ~ cIcc Age and its Work," B'ort~ri:!l~tlyllcriezu, TO]. 60, 1893,
ospecinlly p. 757.
tt D>.tle Mnrtonne, " Sur la ptriode glnciaire dans lcs Iiarpntes mtridionales," C. I;.
Acccd. Sci.l'ccvis, vol. 129, 1899, pp. 804-897; ;bid., vol. 132, 1901, p. BQ!.
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result of sub-glacial weathering-alternate
thawing and freezingbeneath glaciers during the incipient stage particulnrly (" hanging
glaciers ")." This eroding process, he considered, would he greatest
toward the middle of the glacier, so that the original concavity of
the slope beneath i t would be inore and more deepened. T t must bo
evident that this explanatiol~does not properly account for the steepness
of the cirque walls, which i t will be remembered could not be accounted
for by G eikie.
Attention was again directed to the process of cirque shaping by an
important paper of Richter's published in 1896.t His studies having
been made in Norway, where a courltry rounded and polished by the
continental .glacier hacl been only partly invested by mountain glaciers,
the cirques froni the latter formed individual "niches" in the uplands.
E'ollowing Gastaldi, the form of these niches was happily likened to
that of an arn~chair(see Fig. I).$ Richter observed that tho steep

PIG.

1.-A G L A C I A L C I R Q U Z EXCAVATED FROM THE PLEIETOCZNE G1,ACIATZD S U l t F A C E
OF NORPAY.
T H I NORTHNRN X J I D E L O N GA1,DHOPIG. (AFTIR I. RICHTZR.)

walls of the cirque were the only surfaces nnglaciated, and hence
he concluded that they were not, to be ascribed to ice-abrasion, but to
weathering. The moulding of the cirque floor he ascribed to abrasion,
and, referring to the cirque walls, said" The material loosenecl by weathering is removed by t,he glacier
or slides off over the nduk to form either actual moraines, or,,at least,
ne'vd moraines. 'l'hese walls do not bury themselves in their own ddbris,
and in consequence continually offer fresh surfaces for attack. Finally,
the wearing away of the cirque floor by the glacier co-operates to keep
the cirque walls on a steep angle and facilitates avalanching."
-

*
figs.

t

-

------

Albrecht Penck, 'Morpl~ologie dcr B:rdoberlliiche,' vol. 2, 1891, pp.

:J07-:10ij,

17-20.
E. Richter, '' (:eomorphologische 13eohachtungen nus Norwegen," Sitz~iliqsber.

1l'ienr.r Ak(id., JTat7~-Naturw.-El.,vol. 105, 1896, Abt. I.,pp. 152-161, 2 131s. and 2 figs.
$ See topographic definition of the cirque by De Martonne (" 1 ,n periotle g1:iciaire
dans lea Knrpates meridionales," (All., 9" Cong. i4eol. Intern., Vienna, 19U3, pp.
G91, 695).
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I n a. more extended and later paper,* treating especially the formation
of cirques, Richter has explained that his view differs froni that of
IIelland only in ascribing greater importance to weathering upon the
cirque walls and less to abrasion upon the cirque floor. Inasmuch
as the excessive weathering of cirque walls, as maiutai~ledby Richter,
is abovc the surface of the niv6, a horizontal plane of denudation should
develop at that level, No evidence of this plane being discovered, its
absence is explained by Richter througl~abrasion from the snowbank
which would collect upon i t so soon as formed. This is the fatal
weakness of the Richter hypothesis.
Relation of Cirque to BergscHruwl.-Up to the beginning of the
twentieth century, as we hare seec, few geologists had greatly concerned themselves with the erosion conditions at high levels, the work
of Richter being on the whole the most comprehensive. The whole
subject of cirque erosion was rather generally ignored, as i t is indeed
to-day. Sir Archibald Qeikie, referring to the corries of the Scottish
Highlands,t wrote" The process of excavation seems to have been mainly carried on
by small convergent torrents, aided of course by the powerful co-operation of the frosts that are so frequent and so potent a t these altitudes.
Snow and glacier ice may possibly have had also a share in the task."
Writing in the same year, Reusch ascribed the Norwegian cirques to
the action of surface water descending through the crevasses over falls
in the continental glacier which, in Pleistocene times, overrode the
country; 1 and the following year, Bonney reiterated his view that
cirques were the product of water-erosion.$ Only a few years before,
Gannett had curiously explained the origin of cirques rhrough the wear
of avalanched snow and ice up011 the cirque floor, likening the erosive
process to that which takes place beneath a waterfall. I/
The discovery of the method by which the glacier excavates its
ainphitheatre must be credited to a keen American topographer-geologist,
Mr. Willard I). Johnson of the United States Geological Survey.?/ I n

*

--- - -
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E. Ihchter, " Geomorphologische Untersucbungen in den Hochalpen," Pet. Hilt.,
Erganz. Heft 132, 1900, pp. I-10:3, pla. 1-6.
t 'Scenery of Scotland,' p. 183 (revised in 1901).
1 II. Iieusch, ' Norgcs (+eologishe Undcrsugelso,' No. 32, Aarbog for 1900, 1901,
pp. 259, 260.
§ " Alpine Valleys IU Relation to Glaciers;" Quart. J o u r . (:eel. Soo , vol. 58, 1903,
p. 699.
11 ' The effect is prccisely like a waterfall. The falling snow arid ice dig n hollos
clcpression at the foot of the stccp descent just as water docs" (iVat. Geogr. Nay., ,ol. 9,
1898, p. 419).
+ Mr. I). Joh~lson," An Unrecognized Process in Glacial Erosiol~" (read before the
Eleventh Annual Meeting of the Geolog~calSociety of America), Scieuce, N.S., vol. 9,
1899, 1). 106; also "The Work of Qlaciera in High ~Tountains"(lcctu~cbefore the
National Geoqraphic Society), ibid., pp. 112, 113. The first public formulatiou of
the doctriue by Mr. Johnson was in an address befo~ethe Geological Section of
the Scielicc Association of the University of California, delivered September 27, 1892.
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fact, to him and to another American topographer, Mr. F r a n ~ o i sE.
Matthes, we owe the most of what is known from observation concerning the initiation and the development of the glacier cirque. Reasoning
tha,t abl asion was incompetent to shape the amphitheatre, Johnson early
surmised that the great gaping crevasse which so generally parallels the
cirque wall and is termed the He~gschrund, went down to the rock
beneath the nkvh, and that it was no accident that glaciated nlountai~~s
alone " abound in forms peculiarly favol~rahleto snowdrift accnmlllation."
?'hem observations were made as early as 1883, and in order to test his
theory, Johnson allowed himself to he lowered at the end of a rope 150
feet into the Bergschrund of the Mount Lyell glacier uutil he reached the
bottom. He found a rock floor to stand upon, and rock extended up for
20 feet upon the cliff-side. We may here quote his terse sentences,
since too little attention llas heen accorded this important observation."
r G The glacier side of the crevasse presented the more clearly defined
wall. The rock face, though hard and undecayed, was much riven, the
fracture planes outlining sharply angular masses in all stages of displacement and dislodgment. Several blocks were tipped forward and rested
against the opposite wall of ice; others quite removed across the gap
were incorporated in the glacier mass a t its base."
Everywhere in the crevasse there was melting, and thin scales of ice
could be removed from the seams in the rock. The bed of the glacier,
elsewllere protected from frost-work, was here subjected to exceptionally
rapid weatheriog. By maintaining the rock wall continually wet, and
by admitting the warm air from the surface during the day, diurnal
changes of temperature here resulted in very appreciable mechanical
effects, whereas above the nSvQ only the seasonal effects were important.
This obse1,vation of Johnson is, i t will be observed, in contrast with
the suppositions of Richter, who believed that the maximum sapping
upon the citque wall occurred above the surface of the nQuk. The
function of the Eergschrund, which separates the stationary fron~the
moving snow and ice within the ne'vh, is thus found to be of paramount
importance in the shaping of the amphitheatre.
Tihe Sc1trtindline.-That a sharp line is observable in abandoned
cirques separating the accessible from the non-scalable portionsof the
wall, has been pointed out by Gilbert, who has give11 his support to the
view of Johnson, and confirmed i t by observations of his own.? Penck,
on the other hand, the following year revived the view of Richter that
excessive sapping occurs upon the cirque walls above the 716~6surface,

* W. D. Jolmson, "Maturity In Alpine Glacial ICroaion," Jour. Gcol., vol. 12, 190-1,
pp. 569-578 (read at Intern. Congr. Arts and Scinnccs, St. I.ouls, 1904).
t G. K. Gilbert, ' S j s t ~ m a t i cAeymmetry of Crest-llnes in tile High Sierras of
Cal~fornia," Jour. Geol., vol. 12, 1901, pp. ,579-588. See also E. C. Andrews, ibitl ,
vol. 14,1906, f ) 44
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though he calls in the Bergschrund in order to gather in and remove
the rock fragments which fall from the cliff.*
Initiation of the Cirque-Nivution.--Johnson's studies upon the processes
of cirque shaping, had shown how a nearly pcrpendicular cirque wall is
steadily cut backward through basal sapping at the bottom of the Bergschrund. The problem of how the snowbank, which was the inevitable
forerunner of the glacier, had transformed the relatively shallow depression which i t presumably discovered into the steep-walled amphitheatre,
he did not attempt to solve. Yet the nourishing catchment basin is a
prerequisite to the existence of the normal glacier. The solution of this
problem has been suggested by another American topographer, Mr. F. E.
Matthes.? I n the I3ighorn mourltilins of Wyoming he has found
exceptional opportunities for this study. Owing to the low precipitation
within the region and the consequently inadequate nourishment of

FIG.
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glaciers, a large part of the pre-glacialsurface still remains. There is,
therefore, represented within the district every gradation from valleys
which were occupied by snow during a portion only of the year to those
which were the beds of glaciers many miles in length. Both small
glaciers and high-level drifts of snow still remain in a number of places.
Mr. Matthes has demonstrated that the suowbanks wit1:out movement
steadily deepen the often slight depressions within which they lie hy
a process which he has called nivation-excessive frost-work about the
receding margins of the drifts during the summer season. The ground
being continually moist in this belt dno to the melting of the snow,
the water penetrates into every crevice of the uuderlying rock, so that
it is rent during the nightly freezing. Rock material thus broken up
and eventually comminuted is removed by the rills of water from the
melting snow.$ By this process the original dejression is tleepenetl,
and, if upon a steep slope, its wall hecolnes recessed (see Fig. 2).
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Albrecht Penck, <' GIaoiaI Features in the Surfncc of the Alps," Jour. Geol., vol. 13,
1905, pp. 15-17.
t Prrtneois E. Mntthes, '.Glacial Sculpture of the Bighorn Mountnirls, Wyon~ing,"
' 21st Ann. Rept. U.8. Geol. Surv.,' lY99-I900,11p. 167-190.
$ Mainly in later seasons.

NO. TI.-FICBRUA~Y,
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The occupation of a V-shaped valley by snow, as Matthes has
further shown, tends through the operation of this process to transform
it into one of U-section, since the weathered rock material upon the
slopes is transported by the rills and deposited upon the floor. All
gradations from nivated to glaciated forms are to be found in the
Bighorn range.
During the past field season the writer has taken the opportunity
to examine 9~Bve' regions and high-level snowbanks in a number of
districts, with the result of confirming the importance of the nivation
process as outlined by Matthes. I n Figs. 3 an& 4 are shown two
snowbanks which were photographed on J u l y 25 near the summit of
Quadrant mountain, in the Gallatin range of the Yellowstone Wational
Park. The gently sloping surface of this mountain represents the
pre-Glacial upland unmodified by Pleistocene glaciation. Though
between 9000 and 10,000 feet i n height, i t supports a rich herbage,
and is a favourite grazing-ground of the elk. I n Fig. 3 the snowbank
is seen surrounded by a wide zone within which no grass is growing,
but where a finely comminuted brown soil is becoming a prey to the
moving water. Fig. 4 exhibits another bank lying in the depression
which i t has largely hollowed. At its lower end (at the Icft) is seen
an apron of fine brown mud rleposited by the over-burdened stream as
i t issues from beneath the drift.
An interesting question is a t what point the snow-field or nhe' will,
by taking on a motion of translation, assume the functions of a glacier.
At this stage of transition the Bergschrund should first make its
appearance. Colnparison of nivated and glaciated slopes in the Bighorn
mountains led Matthes to think-that upon a 12 per cent. grade the ne'ue'
must attain a thickness of a t least 125 feet before motion is possible.
Another possible method of approaching this problem has suggested
itself to the writer. I n mountains like the Selkirks, with steep slopes
terraced by the flatly dipping layers in the rock, a peculiar type of
small cliff glacier is nourished high above the larger snow-fields of the
range and avalanched upon the lower shelves so as to leave vertical
sections open to study (see Fig. 5). Perhaps because of their small
size these cliff glaciers have not developed cirques, though a Bergschrund parallels the generally straight head-wall. Examined through
a powerful glass, the snow i n the lower layers can be seen to have lost
its brilliant whiteness, though it does not yet appear as ice. A number
were cxamined with a view to determine tho approxiinate miniinurn
thickness of the glacier, but all exceed the minimum estimate of RIatthes
by at least 100 feet. This is not regarded as in any way discrediting
his figure, but rather as suggesting the possibility of more thorough
examination along the same line.

WQ.

3.-SUMMERSNOWBANK

SURROUNDED BY BROWN BORDER OB WNELY COMMINUTED BOCK. QUADRANT MOUNTAIN, Y.N.P.

PIG. ~.--SNOWBANK LYING IN A DEPRESSION LARGELY OP ITS OWN CONSTRUCTION,
NOTE STREAM OUTWASH OB WNE MUD AT T H E LEFT. QUADRANT MOUNTAIN, Y.N.P.
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The Upland dissected.-Having obtained a clear conception of the
process of head-wall erosion through basal sapping, Johnson was in a
position to account for the topography which he encountered i n the
High Sierras of California. This topography is best described in his
own words *" I n ground plan the canyon heads crowded upon the summit
upland, frequently intersecting. They scalloped its borders, producing
remnantal table effects. I n plan as in profile, the inset arcs of the
amphitheatres were vigorously suggestive of basal sapping and recession. The summit upland-the pre-Glacial upland beyond a doubtwas recognizable only in patches, long and narrow and irregular i n
plan, detached and variously disposed as to orientation, but always
in sharp tabular relief and always scalloped. I likened i t then, and
by way of illustration I can best do so now, to the irregular remnants
of a sheet of dough on the biscuit board after the biscuit tin has done
its work."
I n a portion of the region where Johnson's studies were made, his
views have received verification b y Lawson in a beautifully illustrated
paper.* Davis has furnished an excellent example from the Tian Shan
mountains of the operation of the same cirque-cutting process, recording
his adhesion to the Johnson doctrine,$ though his later papers would
indicate that he does not ascribe large importance to the discovery.§
With little doubt the failure to generally recognize the importance
of this process of cirque recession, clearly here a more effective agent
than abrasion, is to be explained by the fact that in Europe generally,
and in the Alps in particular, one looks i n vain for evidences of the
earlier and more significant stages of the process. Glaciation was here
so vigorous as to cause the removal of all summit upland. Within the
arid regions of the western United States, a more fruitful field for study
is to be found. Here the work of Johnson has been supplemented by
that of Gilbert I[ and Matthes.7 Perhaps nowhere are the early stages
of the process so clearly revealed as in the Bighorn mountains of
Wyoming (see Fig. 6).
A somewhat more advanced stage of the same process is to bo found
in the Uinta mountains of Wyoming, recently described in a valuable
monograph by Atwood, though here without consideration of the

*
t

W. D. Johnson, Jour. Geol., loc. oit.
A. C. Lawson, "The Geomorphogeny of the Upper Kern Basin," Bull. Dept.
Geol. Univ. Ca7if., vol. 3, No. 15, especially pp. 357-362 and pls. 32 and 45.
$ W. M. Davis, " A Plat-topped Range in the Tian Shan," ' Appalachia,' vol. 10,
1904, pp. 279-280.
5 E.g.,
cf. Scot. Geog~.Mag., vol. 22, 1906, pp. 7G-89.
T Ibid., loe. cit.
11 Jour. Geol., lot. cit.
M
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cirque-cutting process in accounting for the present topography.*
Yet nowhere, so far as the present writer is aware, has a view been
reproduced which so well illustrates the remnantal tableland and the
" biscuit-cutting " process of cirque recession (see Fig. 7).t
The present
writer has photographed other examples of the same type in the
Yellowstone National Park (see Figs. 8 and 14). Remnants of the
pre-Glacial surface will, in any given district, be large or small according as nourishment of the glaciers has been insufficient or the reverse.
The Uinta range, which extends in an east-west direction, and, like

FIG.

6.-PRE-GLACIALUPLAND

CIRQUES,BISCUIT
NOUNTAINB, WYOMING.

INVADED BY
BIGHORN

CUTTING"

EFFECT,

the Bighorn mountains, has a core of homogeneous granitic rock,
displays this fact. An examination of Atwood's map $ shows that
to the eastward, where the precipit,ation has been least, the remnants
of the original upland are more considerable. This qualifying condition

* IVallsce W. Atwood, 'Glaciation of the Uinta and Wasntch Mouutains,' Prof.
Paper, U.S. Geol. Surv., No. GI, 1903, pp 1-96, pls. 1-15.
t Other apt illustiatiolrs havc been furnished by Lawson in a photograph takcn
t h r Upper Rerll rcgion of tllc Califor~liaSicrras (lac. cit., pl. 32 B), and by Davis in
sketch lnade in the Tian Phan lnountains ('Appalachia,' vol. 10, 1904 p. 279).
1 Lac, cit., pl. iv.

PI*.

5.-VIEW O F T H E YOHO GLACIER AT T H E HEAD O F T H E YOHO VALLEY, SHOWI N a TO T H E R I e R T A S E R I E S O P T H R E E SMALL C L I P F GLACIERS. CANADIAN
ROCKIES.
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FIB. 7.-VIEW
OB T H E SCALLOPED TABLELAND WITHIN T H E UINTA RAN(tE, AND
NEB THE HEAD OF THE WEST FORK OF SHEEP CREEK.
(AFTER ATWOOD.)

FIG.

8.-PRE-GLACIAL
UPLAND

ON QUADRANT MOUNTAIN, Y.N.P.,
CIRQUE KNOWN AS T H E "POCKET!'

INVADED BY T H E

FIG.

11.-NULTIPLE
SECONDARY

CIRQUE ON THE WEST FACE OF THE WANNEHORN
BEEN AOBOBB THE GREAT ALETBCH GLACIER, 10 WHICH IT 18 TRIBUTARY.
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of glacier nourishment will bc subject to some modification because of
peculiarities in snow-distribution. As shown by Gilbcrt, the first
glacicrs within any mountain district will probably appear upon that
side of the divide which is in the lee of the prevailing winds. This
fact is particularly well brought out in Fig. 9.
Nodificc~tion in the Plan of the Cirque c ~ sMaturity is ap~/ronched.Owing to the fact that thc sapping process within the cirque operates
on all sidcs, its early plan, when the upland surface is supplying snow
from all directions, will approach the circlc (see Figs. G and 8). Moreover, in this stage thc cirque will be but little, if any, wider than

FIG.

9.-SERIES O F SEMICIRCULAR GLACIAL AMPHITHEATRES, WHOSE SCALLOPED
CREST FORMS PART O F THE DIVIDE O F THE NORTH AMERICAN CONTINENT.
CENTRAL C I T Y SHEET, TOPOGRAPHICAL ATLAS, U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

the dcepened and widened valley below (see I'late I., Figs. 1 ancl 2).
Later, with the continuation of the sapping process, the cirque bccomes
enlarged to such an extent that its sides form recesscs in thc walls
of the valley. Thus, in the plan, the glacial valley of this stage bears
some resemblance to that of a nail with a large rounded head.
As the upland is still further dissected, the cirque beconles moro
irregular in outline and widens into a roughly elliptical form, not
infrequently allowing i t to he seen that it is in reality composite or
made up of several cirques of a lower order of magnitude (Figs. 10-12).
Grooved and Fretted Up1trnds.-The
new emphasis put upon topographic expression of character in the malls isslled by Government
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bureaus during the past few years, has furnished physiographers a
tool of' which they are hardly yet fully aware. Before, the aim of
topographers seemed to be to suppress all character through a rouiiding
off of angles and an averaging of the data. Perhaps nowhere has the
change been more noteworthy than in the maps iswed by the United
States Geological Survey," and the- later sheets particularly, when
of
relating to glaciated mountain districts, afford us the ~pportunit~y
tracing the successive steps in the dissection of such upland districts
by the cirques of mountain glaciers. For Plate I. four areas have been
selected to represent succesei~restages in such a progressive dissection.

m1 lcs

BIG.

10.-OUTLINEP L A N

O F O N E O F T H E E L L I P T I C A L M I N O R C I R Q U E S AT T E E H B A D
03' T E E N I C O L A I V A L L E Y , S W I T Z E n L A N D .

An early product in which large remnants of the upland surface still
remain, inay well be designated a grooved or chanwclled surface (see
Fig. 13 ( a ) ).
As the hemicycle advances, i t will be observed that on the flanks
of the range are found the largest remnants of the original uplarld
surface (see Fig. 14),t owing to the tendency of the cirque to push

* See D. JV. Johnson and F. E. Matthes, ' The Relation of Geology to Topography.'
Reprint from Breed and Hosmer's 'Principles and Practice of Surveying,' chap. vii.
Wiley & Co., N.Y., 1908.
t Other quadrangles of the U.S. Geological Survey which display the upland
glaciers are the following:
surface more or less completely dissected by mo~~ntain
Early stage: Younts peak (Wyoming), Marsh peak (Utah-Wyoming), and Georgetown

FIG. 12.-MULTIPLE
CIRQUE O F T H E DAWSON GLACIER, HAVING A MAJOR SUBDIVISION INTO HALVES, WHICH ENCLOSE RESPECTIVELY T H E DAWSON AND T H E
DONKIN N ~ V ~ S T. H E VIEW I S FROM T H E ASULKAN PASS, SELKIRK MOUNTAINS.

FIG.

FIG.

13.-(a)

A GROOVED UPLAND I N T H E BIGHORN IZOUNTAINS, WYOMING.
FRETTED UPLAND, ALASKA.

(b)

A

MAP O F QUADRANT XOUNTAIN, A REMNANT O F T H E PRE-GLACIAL UPLAND
ON T H E FLANKS O F T H E GALLATIN RANGE, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK.

PIG.

15.-FRETTEDUPLAND O F T H E ALPS AS S E E N LOOKIXG NORTH-EASTWARD FROM
T H E SUMMIT O F MONT BLANC, JULY 25, 1908. T H E CIRQUE TO T H E L E F T I S
THAT OF THE GLACIER DE T A L ~ F R E ,WITH THE JARDIN IN ITS CENTRE, AND
DISTANT ABOUT 10 MILES. BOUNDING T H I S TO T H E LEFT ARE T H E ALGUILLE
DU MOINE AND T H E BIG. V E R T E ; AT T H E REAR ARE T H E BIG. L E S DROITES AND
L E S COURTES ; AT T H E RIGHT I S T H E AIG. DE TRIOLET; AND TO T H E FRONT
THE AIG. DE T A ~ F R E ,BIG. DE L'EBOULEMENT,
AND AIG. DE LESCHAUX.

FIG.

16.-MAP O F A PORTION O F ONE OR T H E LOFOTEN I S L m D S , SHOWING A FRETTED
SURFACE PARTIALLY SUBMERGED AND EMPHASIZING T H E APPROXIMATE ACCORDANCE O F SUMMIT LEVELS.
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its side walls out beyond the limits of the U-shaped valley below.
With complete dissection of the plateau no tabular remnants are to
be discovered. The general level of the district has now been lowered,
but above this irregular surface project one or more narrow pinnacle
ridges, which a t fairly regular intervals throw off lateral palisades
having crests which fall away in altitude as they recede from the trunk
ridge. I n general terms, and describing the major features only, we
have here to do with a gently domed surface, on which is a fretwork
of comb-like ridges projecting above it. This surface may be designated
Such a condition is realized in the
a fieetted upland (see Fig. 13 (71)).
Alps, and is seen to special advantage from the summit of Mont Blanc
(see Fig. 15).
The transition from the grooved to the fretted upland is well
brought out in two views taken by Lawson in the High Sierras of
California (loc. cit., Plate 45, A and B). The fretted upland differs from
the grooved upland of an earlier stage of the cycle in the con~plete
dissection of the surface. The character of the fretted surface is well
brought out by the topography of the Lofoten Islands off the arctic
coast of Norway, where the effect is somewhat heightened through the
submergence and consequent obliteration of the irregularities in the
floor (see Fig. 16).
At this stage there is undoubtedly a general accordance of level in
the crests of the frets upon the domed surface, as Daly, taking due
account of the cirque-cutting process, has claimed.* Moreover, the
existence of such a series of frets as are to be found in the Alps, forces
us to conclude that such an accordance of summits persists for a
considerable time. Were this not the case, we should find a larger
number of low cola and a longer persistence of the semicircular form of
the cirque. It seems probable, therefore, that a very definite relationship obtains between the plan of the cirque and that of the near-lying
upland remnants that contribute snow to its basin. So soon as cirques
approach from opposite sides of a divide, the portions of their basins
which are more nearly adjacent receive less snow, and, in consequence,
accomplish less sapping than the walls on either side where snow is
lodged in a quantity but slightly diminished. This self-regulating
process will tend to broaden the cirque and eventually give i t irregularities of outline dependent primarily upon the initial positions and
the individual nourishments of its near-lying neighbours.
CharacteristicRelief Forms of the Fretted Upland.-In the earlier stages
of mountain glaciation the upland is channelled by valleys U-shaped in
-

-

(Colorado); partial dissection : Mount Lye11 and Mount Whitney (California), Grand
Teton (Wyoming), Gilbert peak and Hayden peak (Utah-Wyoming), and Silverton
and Anthracite (Colorado) ; complete maturity : Kintla Lakes (Montana).
* R. A. Daly, " T l ~ eAccordance of Summit Levels among Alpine Mountains : the
Fact and its Significance," Jour. Geol., vol. 13, 1905, pp. 117-120.
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their upper stretches, and somewhat broadened into steep-walled amphitheatres a t their heads. With the complete dissection of the upland, the
coalescence of the rnany cirques at last cuts away every renl~lantof the
original surface and yields relief-forms which are dependent mainly, as
already stated, upoil the initial positions of the cirques:*
If there be a highest aiea within the upland, the snow will be
carried farthest from it by the wind, and this will be i n co~~seyuencs
the last to s~iccu~nb
to the cirque-cutting process. The dome of Nont
I3lanc in the midst of a forest of pinnacles, no cloubt owes its peculiar
forru to the fact that i t dominated the pre-Glacial upland. Elsewhere

B I G . 17.-POSITION

O F THL: A L E l S C I I - AND DI1L:IEChHOIlNS IIETWUCN T H E UPPLn,
M I D D L E , AND G l t E A T A L s T S C E I N ~ V ~ S .

within the upland the coalescence of cirques has produced comb-like
palisades of sharp rock-needles which have long constituted the aiguille
* The analogy with tho forms produced by etching upon crystal faces is so striking
that it rnay be helpful to note it ill compnriuon. The first effect of a reagent in its
attack upon the plane of a crystal face is the excavation of deep pits which have a
similar and wholly charaeteriatic form, though t h c surface irl other places remains
~ ~ n c h a n g e d These
.
piltings later increase in number, as they do in sizc, and eventually
they mutually coalesce, destroying 1lttci-l~the original 11lanc surfare, and 1e:hving in
relief a series of hills and ridges (etch-llills) projecting above n soo~ewhatirregular
floor, whose average level is a measure of the average d e p t l ~of the excavntiol~smade by
the process. T l ~ enoteworthy difference between t l ~ i process
s
and that of cirque recession
in 31aciatcd 1lpla11(1sis that tllc glacial etch-iigurc-s are relatively lo~ljicr;~n{ln:~lro\vcxr.
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type of mountain ridge. I n the literature of physiography, such ridges
have perhaps most frequently been designated by the term nrde (fishbone), though in the Alps the tern1 grat * (edge) has been applied
especially to the smaller and lateral ridges of this type. I propose to
use for all such palisades of needles derived by this process the name
comb-ridge f as the best English term available. The frequent occurrence of lateral arms joined to the main palisade of needles suggests a
differentiation into main and lateral comb-ridges.
I n every mountain district maturely dissected by glaciers, are to be
found sharp horns of larger base and especially of higher altitude than
the individual minaret-like teeth of the comb-ridges. They are further
in contrast with the latter by having an approximately pyramidal form,
and a base most frequently a triangle with-flatly incurving sides. They
appear most frequently at the junction points of the comb-ridges between
three or more important snow-fields (see Fig. 17). Such forms are
generally ternled horns in the Alps, and the word being of the same
form in English, it may well be retained as a technical expression. The
Matterhorn in Switzerland is the type par excellence (see Fig. 181,
though similar and almost equally striking examples are numerous, as,
for example, the Weisshorn and Gross Glockner in the Alps, Mount
Assiniboine in the Canadian Rockies, or Mount Sir Donald in the Selkirks.
The triangular base and pyramidal form are so common to this feature
that they have found expression in the local names, as Dreieckhorn,
Deltaform peak, etc.
The cozand its SiqniJicance.-The prominent horns of any glaciated
inountain district no doubt occupy positions corresponding in the main
to the more elevated areas in the original upland surface, since such
positions would be earliest cleared of snow, and hence latest attacked by
the cirques. After complete dissection of the upland the comb-ridges
which fret its surface will be attacked from opposite sides, and their
crests will be first lowered at the points of tangency of the adjacent
cirques-generally near the middle points of their curving outlines. The
sky-line of the ridge will thus be lowered in a beautiful curve forming
a pass or col. Inasmuch as the cirque approaches in its form an inverted
and truncated cone of acuminated type, the curve to which the rim of
the col approximates will be furnished by the intersection of two cones
of revolution with the same apical angle and having parallel axes
(see Figs. 19 and 20). This curve is approximately a hyperbola, the

*

Very likely originally from y i i t e , fi~h-bone.

+ The use of combs in the J u r a and the Cote d'Or

for diffcrent types of valley, or
of coombe in the Soutllcrn Uplands of Scotland for a glacial valley, being each essentially
local and having f u ~ t h c rno rclation to the toothed article whicl~suggcats the narrle
comb-ridge, does not constitute a serious objection to this choice. Mr. Matthes (and
possibly others) habe already used the expression comb-ridge ill the above described
sense (' Appalclchia,' vol. 10, 1904, p. 260).
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eccentricity of which will be largely dependent upon the relative sizes
of the two cirques i n question.
The corries of the Scottish Highlands, being generally of small sizo,
have coalesced to ~ r o d u c ea very characteristic scalloping of the horizon
line seen to advantage i n Ben Nevis, or, better still, in the sculptured
gabbro of the Cuchulin hills in Skye.* To jndge from views, also, such
for~nsare found in North Wales, features which in many respects are
different from those found in the Alps or in the North American
mountains.?
I t must be regarded as of deep
significance that mountain passes
in areas which have supported
glaciers are so generally a t high
levels. Deep glacier-cut valleys
available as highways and transecting high ranges are extremely
rare ; so far as the writer is aware,
being known only from tho
Southern Andes f and Alaska.§
This fact must have its explanation, i t is believed, in a notable
and abrupt retardation in the rate
of cirque-wall recession, following
close upon the dissection of the
upland. Whether this is due to
the reduced snow accumulation
inlmediately beneath the cirque
wall owing to the lack of a nearlying
collecting ground, i t is as
I IG. 19.-ILLUSTRATION
OW THE FORMATION
OF COLS TLIROUGH THE INTERSECTION
yet too early to say; but a comOF CIRQUES.
parison of the acclivities in the
marginal snow-slopes on n h v h of
the Bighorn and Alaskan districts might yield an answer to the question.
Though the sapping process a t the base of cirque walls up to
maturity is doubtless far more potent than abrasion and plucking upon
the floor of' the amphitheatre, it seems likely that in the sabseqnent
stage the reverse is the case. This would a t least explain tho tendency
-

*

-

-

See Hsrker, 'LUlaciatedValley of the Cuchulins, Slcye," Geol. Mag. (Fig. 4),
vol. 6, 1899, p. 197; also "Ice Erosion in the Cuillin Hills, Skye," Trans. Boy. SOC.
Edinb., vol. 40, 1901 1902, pp. 234-237.
t This characteristic form of cirque, partly open at the head, is well brought out in
a \iew published by Sir Andrew Ramsey as carly s s 1852 (Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc.,
vol. 8, p. 375).
1 ' Argentine-Chilian Boundsry in the Cordillera de 10s Andes.' 5 vols
$ R. 6. Tsrr, "Glaciers and Glaciation of Yakutst Bay, Alaska," Bt~ll.Am. G t o g ~ . .
Soc, vol. 38, 1906, p. 149.
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18.-THE

FIG. 20.-COL

MATTERHORN FROM THE GORNER URAT, NEAR THE RIFFELHORN.

OF THE OVERLOOK LOOKING ACROSS THE FOOT OF THE ILLECILLEWAET ULACIER, SELKIRKB.
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of glacier valleys to deepen rapidly in the higher altitudes, or, in
Johnson's phrase, to get " down a t the heel."
The Advancing Eemi-cycle.--With the augmentation of rigorous climatic
conditions within any district where glaciers already exist, the latter
will be continually more amply nourished, aud m w t in consequence
increase steadily in size. Such climatic changes may even be canceived
so considerable that at last the entire range is submerged beneath snow
and ice, thus producing an ice-cap.
Direct observation of the successive stages through which glaciers
pass from their initiation to their culmination in an ice-cap, is of course
impossible, for the reason that we live in a receding hemi-cycle in
which practically all known glaciers, instead of expanding, are drawing
in their margins ; yet a synthetical reconstruction of the life-history is
none the less possible. To employ an illustration already used in a
different connection, in order to learn the life-history of a particular
species of forest tree, i t would not be necessary to sit down and
observe an individual tree from the germination of its seed to the
decadence of the full-grown tree. We may with equal profit go into
the forest and observe trees of the same species in all stages of development. I n the study of glaciers our opportunity is hardly so fortunate
as this, for, as already stated, all glaciers appear to be i n the declining
stage, whereas it is the advancing hemi-cycle with which we are now
concerned. The characters of glaciers as concerns their size and shape
depend, however, in so large a measure upon the one element of
alimentation, that if we neglect characters of a second order of magnitude, we may by inference construct the history with sufficient
accuracy from existing examples.

(To be continued.)

SURVEY WORK ON THE BOLIVIA-BRAZIL BOUNDARY.
By Major P. R. FAWCETT, R.A., Chief Bolivian Commissioner.
THEBolivian Boundary Commission continued its labours in 1909, completing the delimitation of the eastern boundary over the ground
explored during the latter half of 1906. A sketch of that exploration,
together with a rC.sume' of the work already completed, was published
in the Journal of the Society early in 1909.
The repetition of the work was rendered necessary by the unwillingness of the Brazilian commissioner, partly for political reasons and
partly owing to the risks entailed in the breaking of unknown country,
to join in an exploration which would have completed in one year of
work a delimitation for which seven years had been anticipated. As I
think I mentioned in the communication referred to, the. party of exploration were speeded from Corumba to the utmost limits of civilization

THE CYCLE OF MOUNTAIN GLACIATION."
By Prof. WILLIAM HERBERT HOBBS, University of Michigan.

The alimentation of glaciers is dependent upon the amount of precipitation and upon tho temperature, the former being in large measure
determined by the adaptability of the relief for local adiabatic and
contact refrigeration of the air. The important factor, temperature, while
a function of many variables, yet in a broad way varies directly with
latitude and altitude. The size and the form of glaciers is, however,
determined not solely by nourishment (mainly i n the higher levels),
but also to some extent by losses (particularly in the lower levels). I n
the main, however, the losses are controlled by the same factors as the
gains, and maintain to them a determinate proportional relationship.
Exceptions to this definite proportion occur when in high latitudes the
glacier is attacked directly by the sea (tidewater glaciers), when i t is
suddenly melted by the heat of a volcanic eruption (Icelandic Jokiils),
or when disturbed by a heavy earthquake (Muir glacier in 1899). I n
form glaciers will be in large dcgree determined by the existing topography of the upland, which may generally be assumed to be some
product of sub-aerial erosion. Starting, therefore, with the puny
glaciers of arid regions in low latitudes, and ending with the high
latitude glaciers within areas of excessive precipitation, we run almost
t h e whole gamut of glacier alimentation.
The initial forms of glaciers may be described as snowbank, " newborn" or nivation glaciers, and will a t first be few in number and
located with wide intervening spaces of upland. The continuance of
the nivation process will deepen other intermediate small depressions
upon the upland, so that with increasing snowfall additional glaciers
will appear in the spaces between the first as the latter are developing
their amphitheatres. These cirques, at first no wider than the valleys
below, will later cut recesses on either side a t the same time that the
glacier is pushed farther down the valley and occupies its bed to a
greater and greater depth. The grooved upland of this stage, through
additional cirque recession in the highlands and through abrasion and
plucking in the interGediate levels, becomes a t last transformed into
the fretted upland, with its network of projecting comb-ridges. Up to
this point the glacier ice has perhaps been restrained within valleys, which
it has discovered and has progressively widened and deepened. I f the
initial temperature continues to be lowered, there must come a time
when the ice feet from the better-nourished glaciers, or from those with
the shortest route to the foreland fronting the range, will debouch upon
the plain, spreading as they do so into fans or. aprons (see Fig. 21).

* Continued from p. 163.

FIG.

21.-EXPANDEDFORE-FOOT

F I G . %--TYPE

OF T H E FOSTER GLACIER, ALASKA.

OF PIEDMONT GLACIER.

(-om apbtograph of the new model of the Afalaspina glacier made under the d<rectwn of
Ifitwenee Martin.)

FIG. 2 7 . p ~HANGING TRIBUTARY VALLEY BIEETING A TRUNK GLACIER VALLEY
ABOVE THE PRESENT WATER-LEVEL ON THE "INSIDE PASSAGE " TO ALASKA.

FIG.

28.-A

HANGING GLACIERET, THE TRIEST GLACIER, ABOVE THE LOWER STRETCH
OF THE GREAT ALETSCH GLACIER, SWITZERLAND.
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Later all neighbouring glaoiers may arrive a t this stage, and by
spreading upon the foreland, coalesce with one another to form a
~ i n g l ebroad apron, such as may be seen in the Malaspina glacier of
Alaska. While the glaciers are thus pushing out upon the foreland
they have been deepening in their valleys, and eventually come to
overtop portions of the lateral comb-ridges of the fretted upland, thus
moulding the sharpened needles into rounded shoulders of rock. I n
places the glaciers from adjacent valleys will flow together through
the irregular depressions, separating peaks and producing islands or
nunatalcs.
But the increased size of the individual glaciers of the range has
corresponded to inoreased activity of cirque recession in the high altitudes, and this has resulted in the formation of cols or passes through
the range. Snow which has been divided a t the summit, as has water
by a divide, may now be consolidated into glacier ice over the col before
the separation is madc. Thus it comes about that without a definite
cirque, glaciers will transect the range flowing in opposite directions froin
a central icefield. Such a broad central icefield is found to-day between
Mount Newton of the St. Elias group and Mount Logan to the eastward.*
The advance of the glacier ice up the sides of the valleys, so as partially to submerge the lateral comb-ridges, may not end until all are thus
covered and the ice flows away from the central broad area, radiating- in
many directions. Here the process of cirque recession, which bas mainly
sculptured the rock in the higher altitudes, comes to an end as we reach
the ice-cap stage of glaciation. Transitions toward silch ice-cap glaciers
are to be found to-day in the Elbruz and in the Easbek region of the
Caucasus, as well as in the Justedalsbriien of Norway, where a central
elevated snow-field (fjeld) is the common nkve' of several glaciers radiating
in as many directi0ns.t It is of considerable interest to note that in the
Caucasus district, a t least, there is evidence that rocky comb-ridges are
submerged beneath the ice and make their appearance so as to separate
the marginal ice-tongues. The persistence of an ice-cap over a mountain
region, as is clear from study of the glaciated mountains in Norway,
tends to largely obliterate relief forms characteristic of mountain glaciers
as they are replaced by the rounded shoulders of roches moutonnkes. As
soon, however, as nourishment has been so far reduced that the higher
points once more appear from beneath their snow cover, cirque recession
will begin again, and if long continued the evidence of the ice-cap will
disappear. Lack of glacial scratches or polish in uplands sapped by this
process should not be allowed to weigh too heavily in reconstructing the
glacial history of the district.

* Filippo di Filippi, ' The Aecent of Mount St. Eliafl (Alaska),' by H.R.H. Prince
Luigi Amadeo di Savoia, Duke of tho Abruzzi (English translation). Panorama at end
of volume (unnumbered) from an elevation of 16,500 feet.
t H. IIesu, ' Die Gletscher. Braunschweig,' 1904, pp. 65-68.
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CLASSIFICATION
O F GI~ACIISRS
BASED

UPON

COMPARATIVE
ALIMENTATION.

Relcction of Glacier to its Bed.-From what has been said i n the preceding section concerning the changes of glaciers in correspondence to a
progressive augmentation of glacial conditions, i t ln11s.t be evident that
any attempt to use each circumscribed body of snow m d ice as a unit
in name or in tjype will lead to endless confusion. Ice bodies being
extremely sensitive to clranges in annual temperature, :L dift'erence of
one degree may be sufficient to join many ice bo~licsinto one, or to
differentiate one body into many. If, howel-er, me examine the distribution of snow and ice masses within the valley which they either wholly
or partially occi~l)y,i t mill be seen that there are relatively few distinct
glacier types, and that the coalescence of smaller ico masses, or the breaking up of larger ones, does not necessarily alter the type exemplified.
Tile niore important types callecl for by analysis on this basis do not
iliffir greatly from those adopted by Chamberlin and Salisb~lry,~
which
seen1 to be the ones iriost generally lecognized. The genetic relationships of these .types are here first brongllt out, togetller with distinct
and intermediate transitional forms. In the follo\ving table, excepting
the initial type and the glaciers with inherited basins, the arrangement
is in tho main one of decreasing aliiuentation :
Nivation t j p e (Big-1~ol.ng1ncicl.s).
Ice-cap type (Jiiknlls of Iceland).
Picrhnont typc (Malaspinn glacier).
Trnnsection type (Yakutat ~1:rcicr).
ICxpa~~ded-foot
typc (1);rvitlson glacier).
V:rlley typc, normal sul~type(1)altoro glacier).
Iiangin,~glacicrr,ts (Tricsl, glacier).
Cliff glnrieret,~(T2cfroy cliff glacieret).
Valley typc, Tide-water sub-type (Harriman-l+'jortl glacier)
Inhcriteil 1)nsin type (Illecillcwa~:t'glacier).
Reronst,rllctetl type (Yicttoria-Lefroy glacier).
Yolcanic couc type (Nisqually g1:lcier).
Cauldron type (Caldera glacier).
Alpine tyllc (Nicolai1,hal glncicr).
Horseshoe Lype (hlolmt T.yell xlacicr).

Nivcction Type.-This type of glacier has also been called " new-born "
or " snowbank " glacier, ancl represents the initial stage of glaciation.
Though small in size, such glaciers differ markedly from those of the
same dimensions which cling to the steep walls of a large cirque (see
horseslioe glaciers below), and which Tarr has referred to as " dying
glaciers." t Numerous cxanll?les of snowbank glaciers arc furnishecl by
the Bighorn mountains of Wyoming. Other known types of mountain
glaciers are all represented, and follow naturally in sequence during a
receding hemicycle of glaciation. I n their discl~ssionwe shall conceive

* ' Geology,'

vol I , chap. r.

Jy R. S. Tnrv, " Valley Glaciers of the Upper Nngsuali Peninsula. C+recnlaud," A711
Gro7 , vnl 19. 1997, p. 265 and fig. 2.
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a mountain district to pass by slow stages from a culmination of glacial
conditions toward a comparatively genial climate.
Ice-cap Type.-Thongh in form and general characters resemhlillg
so-called continental glaciers, the ice-caps by reason of their smaller
dimensions form a connecting-link with mountain glaciers, and are
usually dereloped upon small plateaus or i~plancls. They correspond to
conditions of extremely heavy snow precipitation, and in consequence
have not been found fii1l-y derelopeci outside the Polar regions (see
inllerited basin glaciers below).
The normal type of ice-cap glacier is represented by tlie nlanile over
Bcdcliff peninsula, north of lnglefield gulf in Greenland.* I t sllffers no
interruption from ~uonntainpeaks, but the ice creeps out in all tlirections from a central ama, and sends out marginal lobes or tongues whicl-,
much resemljle, save for their whiter snrface, the snonts of ~ n l l e yand
alpine glaciers (see below). The Jiik111ls of Jcoland are very bimilar,
and form flatly arched or undulatory dorrles of ice having short lobes
about their margins (see Plate II., Fig. I). The largest of tlrese, the
Vatnajiiknll, has an area of 8500 square ki1ometres.t I n Scandinavia
the sm:tll plateau glaciers with marginal tongues of proportionately
greater length, such a3 the .Tnstedalsbriien, serve to connect this type
with that of the valley glaciers (see Plate 11. Fig. 2).f The Ric7~tofencis on Iiergnelen island, recently dcscribed by the (ierinan Sontlipolar Expedition, seems to bc very simi1ar.S; According to Meyer, the
ice-mass upon the summit of Kilimand,jaro in Africa is an "ice carapace," having much resemblance to the ice plateaus of Scandinavia.lj
Piedmont Type.-Piedmont
glaciers, like ice-caps, correspond to
oonditions of exceptionally heavy precipitation, and are only known
from polar and sub-polar regions. I n contrast to ice-caps, the existing
examples are found in connection with mountains of strong relief, so
that the snow and ice which in ice-caps find their way slowly out to
the margin of a flat or gently sloping plateau, are in the piedmont
glacier discharged through valleys froin lofty highlanrls to debouch
upon the foreland at the-foot of the range. The well-known type is
the Malaspina glacier of Alaska, exploredand described by 1tnsself (see
Fig. 22 and Plate 11. Fig. 31.8 Near it and farther to the west is the
~

*

~

T. C. Chan~berlin,"Glacial Studies in Greenland," IV.,V.. Jour. Geol., rol. 3,
1895, pp. 199. 470.
t Th. Thorotidsen, " I ~ l a n d , Grundriss der Geographic und Geologie. T'. Die
Gletscher Islands," Pct. ,Jlitt., Erg. 1M. 32 (Nos. 152-153), 1906, pp. 163-208, map,
pl. sii.
$ H. Hess, ' Die Gletscher ' (Map 3).
§ Emil Worth, ' Aut'ban und Gestitltu~igroll Korgulon. Sonderabd. ans Dcutsch.
Piidpolar Expeditionen, 1901-1903,' vol. 2, pp. 93-183, pls. 9-14, 3 maps.
11 Hans Meger, ' Der Kilimancljaro, Reism und Studien,' pp. 436. Berlin, 1898
(reviewed by Rabot).
I. C . Kussrll, '' An Expedition to Mount St. Elias," Nnt. G e o p . Mag., rol. 3,
18!91, pp. 52-204, pls. 2-20. See also Filippi, loc. cil.
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PLATE I I . 4 Y P E S OF MOUNTAIN GLACIERS.

Fig. 1.-Ioe-oap type, Vatnajiikull, Iceland. (After Thoroddsen.)
Fig. 2.-Ice-cap type, Justedalsbraen, Norway. (After Hess.)
Fig. 3.-Piedmont type, Malaspina glacier, Alaska. (After Russell and Kerr.)
Fig. 4.-Valley type, Baltoro glacier, Icarakorum Himalayas. (After W. M. Conway.)
Fig. 5.-Valley type, Tasman glacier, New Zealand. (After v. Lendenfeld.)
Fig. 6.-Valley type (Tidewater glacier), Harriman fjord glacier, Alaska. (After Gannett.)
Fig. 7.-Alpine type, Nicolaithal glacier, Alps. (After Baedeker.)
Fig. 8.-Alpine type, Mer de Glace, Alps. (After Baedeker.)
Fig. 9.-Alpine type, Rathong glacier, Kangchengunga Kimalayas. (After Garwood.)
Fig. 10.-Horseshoe type, Lhonak glacier, Kangchengunga Himalayas. (After Garwood.)
Fig. 11.-Horseshoe type, Asulkan glacier, Selkirks. (After A. 0. Wheeler.)
Fig. 12.-Horseshoe type, Wenkchemna glacier, Canadian Rockies. (After A. 0. Wheeler.)
Fig. 13.-Horseshoe type, Arapahoe glacier, Colorado. (After Fenneman.)
Fig. 14.-lnherited basin type, Great Aletsch glacier, Alps. (After Baedeker.)
Fig. 15.-Inherited basin type, Illecillewaet glacier, Selkirks. (After A. 0. Wheeler.)
Fig. 16.-Inherited basin type (reconstructed glacier), Victoria glacier, Canadian Rockies.
(After Scherzer.)
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Bering glacier of about the same size.* To the east of the Malaspina
glacier is the Alsek, a much smaller piedmont glacier.7 I n Chili south
of 42' S. lat. are found other piedmont glaciers, among them the
San Rafael.$ During Pleistocene times piedmont glaciers existed in
many mountain districts, notably, however, the Alps 5 and the Rocky
mountains of North America.// A transition from the piedmont type
toward the continental glacier is illustrated by the Friederickshaab
glacier in Greenland, which pushes its front out upon the foreland as
an extension of the inland ice of that continent.
Above the ice apron and within the range, the piedmont glacier
bears a close resemblance to the valley type (see below), though in
general it may be said that its valleys are filled to a much greater
depth. The largest stream feeding the fan of the Malaspina glacier has

FIG. ~ ~ . - I I A P OF A TRANSECTION GLACIER. THE SHERIDAN GLACIER NEAR THE
COPPER RIVER IN ALASKA. (AFTER G. C. MARTIN.)

been named the Seward glacier, while other tributaries are known as
the Agassiz and the Tyndall (see Fig. 2, Plate 111.). I t is interesting to
note that however steep these feeders to the ice-apron may be, the

* Roughly outlined on map of Alaska to accompany The Geography and Geology
of Alaska," by Brooks (Prof. Pap. U.S. Geol. Surv., No. 45, 1906 late in corer).
*
- 2 Geol.
For details of l~lsrginalportion and description, see 0. C. Martin, ' Bull. ~ 3 U.S.
Surv.,' 1908, pp. 46-48, and plu. i., ii. arid v.
t E. Blackwelder, " Cilaeial Featuros of the Alaskan Coast between Yakotat Bay
and tho Aleek River," Jour. Geol., vol. 15, 1907, pp. 428-4Y2, map.
$ See liabot, ' L a GBographie,' vol. 3, 1901. p 270. Sec also Hess, 'Die
Gletscher,' p. 63.
5 P e ~ ~ c lu.r Briickncr, ' Die Alpen im Eiazcitalter, especially vol. 2, 1909, map
opposite p. 396.
I1 Fred H. H. Calhoum, "The Montana Lobe of the Keewatin Ice-sheet" Prof.
Pap. No. 50, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1906, pp. 14-21, map pl. i,
NO. 111.-MARCH, 1910.1

u
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latter a1~v:~ysbllow~ a11 esceetli~igly flat alul)o, and is, iuureover,
relatively stagllallt.
Tritnsection Type.--ln k t late stage uf augmciltillg glacial condi\iolls
or ill an early stago uf the receding heini-cycle, what is essentially
vtle body of ice rimy be clividecl over a pass ancl flow off i n oppc~sitc
directions t o w a d iliifcrcnt illorgirls of tllc range. For this type,
cseniplifieil by the nunatak glacier of Alaska, T a i r has used the tern1
" thruugli glacier," ,' and 13lackwclder has i~lstai~cecl
the Yakutat glacier
a11d p e r h a p s t h e Bcasley w i t l ~ i u the same regiorl.7
Such glaciers,
~ v l ~ i c]nay
h be referred to as tllc tvrtnscction t!gpe,
are
often
the high.
ways wliic11 give rcadiost access to the hinterland, A glacier
of this
type, which ha8 beell c:~rcfully mappccl, is lhe Sheridan glacier near tile
rilouth of the Cupper river in .Ilaska (see Pig. 2:i).$ An excellent
panorama of one of the grnnclest transectioli glaciers has been furr~ished
by Sel1a.s The gl:iciation of the Grilliscl pass in Switzerland clearly
irrilicates tllktt at one tinkc a
of tliis type was parted over tho
l ~ r m e n divide,
t
one streall1 passing down the Khonc vrtlley, ant1 tlie other
clow~ithe IIirsli v:~llcytoward IIleyiingerl. E'ar greater exliibits of the
balm sort are to I)e fonnil ill tllc: Southcrn Aridcs.ll
ELrprciedetl~ootType.--Wlier~ a piccllnoi~tglacier d ~ a w in
s its 111argiil
as i t sllrinks with the corning of ti Iranller clili~nte,tlto several icestrea~nswhich feed the :q)roll of ice upon the f o r c l a d el111 ill small
fans a t the months of the individual valleys. Perhaps the best l<i~o\vn
esnrnplc of buch all espstl~ded-footglacier is the I>aviclson, 0x1 tlie TJYII~I
carla1 in Alaska, though tlic Foster uiid l l e n d e ~ ~ h aglaciers
ll
of t l ~ esaiue
dihtrict are si~nilar(see Fig. 2 2 ) . T h e Nilcs all& Cliilds glaciers, near
the Copper river, are also of this type, and ha\ e been m:~l)pedby Alal.ti11
(see Fig. 2 1- (rj.7 Tlic transection glacier ~ I I O I Y I I as the Slierid:iu is i n
tho same vicinity, and llas a11 expandcil forefoot-:t guocl illustriition
uf the colubinatioll of these two types ill one (see Fig. 23). A larger
exanll~lcof the uxl)aniled forefoot t l ~ a r:illy
~ tllus far illentiolled is tlie
IClutlan, in the Yulroll basin, whose foot extcnds :t number of 111iles
beyond the-front of the St. l3li:is rarlge (see Fig. 24 b)."" Tlie &lartixl
river glauier in the Copper liver district affords anotl~erexa1111)1~,
since
i t cxl)ands for a distance of eyer 20 nlilcs. I t is, however, paltially
restraiucd by a range of hills risiiig oil its soutl~crnniargin, anil ljy
-

"

.
No. 61, U.S.
Lltrll. A,lqn.Geo!/r. Soc., yol. 38, 11)!!(;, p. 1.k9. Sco tilso l ' r ~ ~ fI'all.
Gu11. Surv,, 1!)09, pp. :i5-3i, 102, pis, \ii,-viii,
j. JOILI..(;cot., vol. 15, 1907, 11. 13'2.
$ 6. C . Ilartin, .Bull. 28,1, U.S. Cirol. Surv.,' lL1O1;,111.12.
Vilippi, lo<..cit.
11 Argcntinc-C1.lliliaIIiiboundary, m:~ps.
(:. C. Martin: loc. <*it.
** U. I\'. IIw~-es," 1111 I+kpctlition tllrougll tllc Yukon lliutrict," ATat. Gc,ogr. ~ l f a g . ,
vol. 4, 1892, pi, 13% See also map of RI~.ndunhallant1 Schratlcr, l'rof. Pap. U.H. Gcol.
SUIV.,
Nu. 13, 190:;, iig. 4, 1). 41.

s
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Martin has been considered intermediate between the l~iedmontand
valley types."
Valley 01- Dendritic lType.-Betiring within the range as warmer
temperatures succeed to more rigo1.011~conclitions, glaciers are of necessity restricted to individual valleys and their tributaries. They come
thus to l ~ a v ea plan as truly arborescent as that of water-drainage, and
they may in this stage be called clendritic or valley glaciers. Uni'ortunately, the term " valley sglaciers," in every way appropriate, has been
generally applied to glaciers which occupy valley heads only, and henco
the torm must be redefined in its natural rather than its inherited
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OF THE BIIJXS GLACIEX IN ALASKA (AFCER O. C. IIARTIN); ( b )
BIAl' Ob3 T H E ICLUTLAN G L A C I E R I N THE YUKON BASIN OH ALASKA (AFTMR YENDMNIIALL AND SCIIR.~DEH).

ylc,. 24.-(a)

aignificancc. This glacicr type geographors are inost familiar wit11 in
restoratioos of Pleistocene glacicrs,t but i t is none the less a conilnon
form to-day in districts inorc distant from com~ncrcialcentres, and boncc
lcss easily acccssible for study. Fro111 t11c Karakora111 I-Iilnalaytts, the
Baltoro, IIispar, and Biafo glaciers, all of this typo, have boon described
i ~ n dcarofi~llyilial)pcd by Sir Ilartin Conway.1 An outline map of the
Ealtoro glacier is iel)roduccd in Platc 11. Fig. -4, and orlo of the I1isl)ar
glacier in Fig. 2 5 . Otl~crvalley glaciers, generally lcss oxtcnsive, have

* B. C. Martin, 'I Gcol~gyand Mineral Ilcsourccs of the Controller I h y Ilcgion,
r2bslr:~," Bull. No. 335, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1908, pp. 48-49, pl. i., ii., nncl v.
t One of tho best maps of sua11 a restored valley glacior of Pleislocenct age is that
of thc liorn valley of California (scc Lawaon, loc. cit., pl. xssi.).
W. M. Conway, 'Climbii~gand Explori~tionin t h o liarakoraln lii~wal;tyas,'w;lps
and saiclltifia reports. 1894.

:
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been mapped by G a r w o o d * f r o i n the Kangchelljunga Himalayas.
tho Central Tian Shan mountairls are other glaciers o f this type.$

FIG. 26.-OUTLINE YAP OF

THE TASMAN GLBCIXB, NEW ZEALAND.
LENDBNFBLD.)

In
In

(AFTERV.

+ I<.J. Garwood," Sotcs on Map of the Glariers of Kaugehenjunga, with Ronlarka
on some of tlie Pl~ysicalFcaturos of the District," Geogr. Jotcrn ,vol. 20,1902, pp. 13-24,
plate.
t JIax Friede~ichsen, " Die heutigr I7ergletucLerung drs Khan-Teng~i-hlassives
und die Spuren einer dlluvialcn Eiszeit im TiEu-schan," Zeit. j. C:letscher K., vol. 2,
1908, pp. 212-257.
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the New Zealand Alps the Tasman glacier furnishes another example
of the same valley type * (see Fig. 26 and Plate II., Fig. 5 ) . Still
other examples have been described from the nlountains of Alaska,
snch, for example, as the Rennicott and Chistochina glaciers.?
Comparison of a number of examples of valley glaciers may illustrate
as many digerent stages in the retreat of the glacier from a position in
which i t occupied its entire valley to the retirement almost within the
mother cirque at the heail. The examination of the vacated valley has
taught us that the tributary glaciers erode their beds less deeply-than
the trunk stream lying in the main valley. It is the surfaces of tho
ice-streams only that are accordant, and hence a lack of accordance in
the bed-levels has yielded the so-called hanging valleys with their
characteristic ribbon falls. Nowhere can the hanging valleys be observed
in greater perfection or on a grander scale than in tho troughs, now
largely abandoned of icc which enter the great fjords of the "inside
passage " to Alaska (see Fig. 27).f
As the foot of the trunk glacier retires up its valley, the lateral
tributaries which are nearest the mouth of the valley are a t first
separated from it and develop their own front moraines. Later they
are left high above the main stream as a series of hanging glacierets
(see Fig. 28)s The series of hanging glacierets, as will be observed
in the maps of thc Baltoro and Hispar glaciers, often persist above the
main valley well below the foot of the trunk atream.
Inherited Basin Type.-The valley type of glacier hardly appears in
the Alps a t all, though the Great Aletsch glacier might perhaps be
regarded as a small and imperfect example. The size and characters of
the latter are, however, for the district in which i t lies, abnormal and
to be accoixnted for by the existence of a natural interior trough lying
between the Berner Oberland on the one side and the high range north
of the Rhone valley upon the other, from which basin small outlets
only are found through the soixthern barrier (Plate 11. Fig. 14). A

* H . v. Lcndenfeld, " Der Tasmalr Gletscher und Seine Urnrandung," Pet. Mitt.
Erg. Bd., vol. 16, 1884, pp. 1-80, map, platc I.
t IV. C. Mcndcnhall and F. C. Schrader, " The Mineral Resoilrces of the Mount
Wrangell District, Alaska," Prof. Pap. U.S. Cfeol. Surv., No. 15, 190.1, pl. iv. and ix.
See also Brooks, Prof. Pap. U.S. Cicol. Silrv., No. 45, map, platc xxxiv.
$ R. 6. Tarr, " Glacier Et.rsion in the Scottish Highlands," Scot. Geogr. Mag.
vol. 24, 1008, pp. 575-587.
5 The terrn "hanging glacier," now used in a variety of senses, is, it is believed,
best retained with this restricted meaning. The term "cliff glacier," generally considered synonymous, may be restricted to the long strips of incipient glacier ice wllici~
sometimes parallel tlie main valleys on narrow terraces above precipitous cliffs which
are primarily determined by the rock structure (see ante, p. 154; and also Dfatthes
'Appalachia,' vol. 10, 1904, p. 262). I n th.: sense here employed, a hanging glacier is
the equivalent of the Kahr Gletscher, a term quite generally employed in Germany.
The term "horseshoe" glacier we have here suggested for an essentially different
type of glacieret (see below, p. 280).
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better example, however, of this specii~ltype of glacier, in which the
inlierited topography lias exercised a greater influence upon the glacier
form than has the anto-sculptnre, is fi~rnishcd by the Illecillewaet
glacier of the Selkirks (see Fig. 291, which, fro111 a roughly rectangular

FIG.

OUTLINE

MAP O F AN I N I I E R I T E D B A S I N GLACIER, T H E I I ~ L E C I ~ ~ ~ ~ B R A E T
(AFTER TTIIWELBR.)
GLACIER OF THE SELKIRKS.

snow-icefield lying between parallel ridges, sends out short tongues
leading in different directions. A glacier of this type, wit11 a moderate
increase only of alimentation, would produce a small ice-cap.
Another abnormal form of glacier due to the peculiarities of the
basin which i t inherited, is illustrated by the Victoria glacier in the

2i9
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Canadian Roclcies, a glacier having no cirque, but only a coiiloir
(the so-callccl "death-trap ") in its stead (see Fig. 30). I n this c;~se
the nhvb which feeds the glacier is found high above upoil the cliff-a
true cliff glacieret-and
this ncvd avalanches its compacted snow upon
the surface of the Victoria glacier, which thus well illilstratcs the
reconstruc~tedtype."
Again, glaciers inay develop, not upon a gently doined and variously
moulded pre-glacial npland snch as we have thus far had under coiisideration, but upon the sharply conical volcanic peaks which in
temperate and tropical regions
__-----_
push their heads from the moilntain upland far up above the snow/&7-line. I n such caees, regular cirques
,'
cannot develop a t the I d s of
tho radiating ice-streams, but, on ;'
the contrary, very irregular and j
8
_--.
mutually destructive forms will ' * - - - - - - - r
.
result (see Fig. R l ) . ? This is the
. -nlore true because of tho loosely
consolitlatod tuffs of which silch
cones are always built up. If suf- ,
- 2
, M~ler;
''
4
ficieritly lofty, tlie result may be
FIG. 30 -OUTI,INE
MAP OF RECONSTRUCTED
3 slllall carapace or ice-cap sllch
,,,,,
,, ,,,,
,,,-_,,,,
as is found to-day upon tho sitinmit,
a c a c r E n s IN THE S I : L l ~ I R I i S
(AFTI'R
of Iiilima~ldjaro in Africa. On
"HIELE" )
the other hand, a partially rnined crater nlay f~irnislia n / t l ~ r ~ basin
nl
or
cauldron for a slnall glacier-('riulrlro~s Typ~.:
I'idr-ruatrr T11pe.-In
high latitudes glaciers sometimes desceiltl to
the level of the tide-water in fjords which continue tlioir valleys. I n
snch cases, the glacier front is attack6;d n~echal~ically
b y the waves
and is flirther melted in the water. I n place of the convexly rountled
nose, so chararteristic of tho other types, tlicre dovelops a precipitons
cliff of ice from which bergs are calved, and the glacier front in
conseqitenco is rapidly retired (l'lnte 11. Fig. G ) . Urihappily, tlie local
term " living glaciers " has been applied to this type in Alaslta ; " dead
glaciers," in the samo iisago, 1)eing applied to glaciers which 3 ield no
icel~ergs. T h e slopes of the glacier siirface and tlie inensnre of 11rojection of the ice above the water-level both renilcr i t 1)robablo that ill
riiost cases, a t least, the ictl-foot everywhere rests on a soliti hasenlent.

v--

_

8

...,

..,

* Scc map an11 description of this glacicr by Sclierzer, "Glaciers of tlrr Canarlian
Rockies and Sellrirks," Smith Contrih., No. 1692, 1907, chaps 2-3.
t Cf. I. ('. Itussell, " Glaciers of Moulit Ranier," 18th Ann. Rept. Ti A. Gcol Sort.,
1898, pp. 329-4231.
f Hans Mcjer, "Dcr Cnldernglctsclicr tles Ctrro A l f a ~in Erlnndor," %it. f. GTftsrllerl;, vol 1 1906-7, pp. 139-148.
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the other hanil, the Turner glacier, debouching into Disenchantment bay, Alaska, shows a flat and relatively low front section, which
is separated from the remaining and sloping portion of the glacier by
a steep ice-fall. This has led Gilbert to think that the lowest terrace
is floated in the water.*
Alpine Type.-A good deal of misunderstanding is current in regard
to alpine glaciers, often unhappily referred to as valley glaciers.
Examination of any good map of Switzerland suffices to show that with
the possible exception of the Great Aletsch, an abnormal type, Swiss
glaciers hardly cxtend into valleys a t d l . We have too long held the
alpine glacier close before the eye, and so have much exaggerated its
importance. When Alaskan, IIimalayan, and New Zealand glaciers are
brought into consideration, the real position of the Swiss type becomes
apparent. I n reality the glaciers of the Alps, far from occupying
valleys, do not even fill the mother cirques at the valley heads. Here
they lie, side by side, joined to one another like the radiating sticks
within a lady's fan, for which reason they have been called Zusanzmengesetzte Gletacher (see Fig. 10 and Plate IT., Fig. 7). The mer de glace,
next to the Great Aletsch the largest in Switzerland, with its numerous
tributaries, i t is true, completely fills a cirque, but only that of a
tributary valley (Plate TI. Fig. 8).t Alpine glaciers a& hence sheaves
of small glaciers which are wholly included within the mother cirques,
or which fill and extend out from the secondary or tributary cirrlnes.
I n the Nicolai Valley of Switzerland, the Gorner glacier and its several
tributaries (see Fig. lo), with the Findelen and L~ngenfluh,the
Theodul, Furgen, and Z'Miitt glaciers together, bilt partially fill the
mother cirque of which Zermatt is the centre. Lining the valley below
upon either side are eighteen to twenty glacierets, all resting upon the
albs, or high mountain meadows.
n i g h up in the Chamonix valley, below the debouchure of the mer
de glace, similar glacierets are lodged upon the ledge below the sharp
needles of do Charmoz, do BlatiBre, du Plan, and dlx Midi, their frontal
moraines making a continuous series of scallops above t,he shoulder
of the valley. Similar but smaller series are shown in Figs. 20
and 32.
Horseshoe Type.-The final representative type in our series, unlike
the alpine glacier, is no longer made up of streams joined together in
0
1
1

* G. I:. Gilbert, ' Harriman Alaska Expedition,' vol. 3, " Glaciers," 1904, pp.
67-68, See also Tarr, " The Yakatat Bay R r ~ i o n Alaska,
,
Pllysiography and Glacial
Geology." Prof. Paper No. 64, U.S. Geol. Surv., 1909, pp. 39, 40, pl. xn.
t This valley is a large hanging valley tributary to the Charnoni~valley, which
latter alone is comparable in size to those that form the beds of the Baltoro, Hispar,
and Tasnian glaciers. If at first it Eeems that confusion may result from the introduction of valleys of different orders of magnitude, a second thought suffices to show
that the difficulty is of theoretical rather than of practical importance, at least 80 far
as existing examples of glaciers are concerned.

FIG.

31.-IRREGULARLY
ROUNDED

FIG. 32.-SERIES

N ~ V I ~UPON
S
T H E VOLCANIC CONE OF MOUNT
RANIER.

OF HANGING GLACIERETS WHICH EXTEND THE ASULKAX GLACIER
I N T H E SELKIRKS.

FIQ. ~ ~ . - V I E W OF T H E ASULKAN GLACIER, A HORSESHOE GLACIER I N T H E
SELKIRKS.

FIG. ~ ~ . - V I E W LOOKING DOWN THE VALLEY OF FISH CREEK FROM THE A S U L K m
GLACIER, THE HERMIT RANGE IN THE DISTANCE. SELKIRK NOUNTAINS.

FIG.

37.-VIEW

OF THE WENKCHEYNA GLACIER AT THE HEAD OF THE VALLEY
THE TEN PEAKS IN THE CANADIAN ROCKIES.

OF
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sheaves. With further shrinking of alpine glaciers correspollding to
higher air tenzperat~xl-es,the glacier front retires until i t approaches
the cirque wall. It now takes on, either as an ir~dividualor as t~
collection of small remnants, a broadly concave margin, which is in
contrast to tho convex or convexly scalloped front charaoteristic of all
othor glacier types. This type of glacierot has been sometimes described
under the nalneR hanging and cliff glaciers." Reasons have been presented for restricting both these terms to special and different varieties

o

S

j

j

t

2

miles

s

F I G . Q~.-OUTLIEE

M A P OF THE ASULKAN GLACIER I N THE SELKIRBS.

of small glaciers or glacierets. T t is proposed to use here the term
"horseshoe glacier" for these last reiunants of larger glaciers hugging
the wall of the cirqne. Most of the glaciers of North America ontsicle
of Alaska belong in this class. As already implied, they are g e n c r a l l ~
broader than long, and usually have concave frontal margins. Excellent
examples of this type are furnished by the L~Horscshoeglacier" a t
the head of the Paradise valley in the Canadian Rockies and by tho
Asixlkan glacier in the Selkirks (see Figs. 32-34.) The Xount Lyell
glacier, long kiloan and cited from the High Sierras of California, is,
however, an equally gooil typ0.t For further illustration of the type
the Wenlichernna glacier in the Canadian Rockies has becn chosen (see
* See footnote on p. 277.

t

I. C. Russell, "Existing (ilaciers of the United Ststes," 5th Ann. Kept. U.S.
(ieol. Burv., 1885, pp. 31 L-:128, pl. 10.
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Figs. 3G, 37 and Plate 11. Fig. IS). The Asiilkan and Wenkchemnn
glaciers have both been described by Seherzer as belonging to tho
piedmont type. The former hugs the cirque wall with an incurving
frontal margin, and is extencled by a series of small hanging glaeierets
(see Fig. 3 2 ) . Unlike the pieduzorlt glaciers, i t has no foreland on
which to expand, but lies at the head of a typical U-shaped valley (see
Fig. 35). The Wenkehenlnn glacier occupies a similar position in the
great cirque outlined by the Ten Pealrs a t the head of a tributary valley
to the Bow (see Figs. 36, ST).*
I n Plate 11. the various types of glacier are shown on approximately
thc same scale, and from this it will be appreciatcd that the size, directly
dependent upon thc alimentation of the glacier,
must bc a determining
factor ic classification.
The ice-cap and piedmont
glaciers will in this respect overlap, being differentiated by the accentuation of the relief of
the land, tholigh in the
main the ice-cap is the
m , les larger.
For thc other
0
3
types the proportion of
t,hc glacier-carved valley
PIG. 36.-OUTLINE&TAP O B THE W E N K C H E M W A
which is still occupied by
G L A C I E R I N THE CANA1)IAN R O C K I R S .
the ice will doternzinc the
form and the more important characters of the existing glacier. It is
important, therefore, in order to deter~ninetho t,ype to which an individual glacier belongs, to map the divide snrrounding thc valley, as
well as the boundaries of the glacier which lies within it.

0

TERMINATION
O F THE CYCLE
O F GLACIATION.
Co~lfiguvationof t7~e Glnciev-brd when unroar~ed.--No one who has
has failed to be struclr 11y tho
climbed a mountain glacier to its ~~e've'
slopo, for thc snrfaccs of mountain
alternation of platoan and precipito~~s
glaciers are, with few exceptions, brokcn into broad terraces. Each steop
descent is well unclerstood to overlie a corresponding fall in the glacierbed. Perched lipon the high cliffs which overlook the Pinnacle ~ R S S

* Sherzer, Smith Contrih., No. 1693,1907, chaps. iv. and vii. The only resemblnllce
to the piedmont glacier is in tlic shnpe. Neither glacier expands npon a foreland, but
both lie in cirques at the licads of U-shaped valleys They have no appreciable
tributaries, and, as already pointed out, l)ic(ln~o~lt
glncicrs are nccessarilg of largo size,
corresponding to excessive precipitation.
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during his first attack upon Rfonnt St. Elias, the late I'rofessor Rnssell
wrote of these terraces
"Were the snow removed and the rock beneath exposed, wo should
find torraces separated by scarps sweeping across the bed of the glacier
from side to side. Similar terraces occur in glaciated caiions in the
Rocky mountains and the Sierra Nevadas, but their origin has never
been explained. The glacier is here a t work sculpturing similar forms,
but still it is impossible to understand how the process is initiated."
Tho generalized description of uncovered glacier-beds within tho
High Sierras of California-perhaps
as well as any that has been
penned-lays the emphasis upon the moro essential and impressive
characters t" The amphitheatre bottom terminated forward in either a cross cliff
or a cascade stairway, descending, between high walls, to yot another
flat. I n this manner, in steps from flat to flat, common enough to be
characteristic, the canyon made descent. I n height, howeyer, the initial
cross cliff at the head dominated all. The tread of the steps in the long
stairway, as far as the eye could follow, greatly lengthened in downcanyon order."
The grade in the treads of the giant stairway is often reversed, so
that they come to be occupied by the characteristic rock-basin lakes,
long and ribbon-like, or strung along t,he valley like pearls upon a
thread.
Since Russell's meditation above the Pinnacle pass, nearly a score of
years ago, considerable stndy has been given to the subject of erosion
upon the glacier-bed. I n the Alps Penck and Eri~clrnerhave enunciated
their "lam of adjusted cross-sections." The glacier, on invading the
mature river-valley, characterized by uniformly forward grades and by
accordance of trunk with side valleys, will, in general, be so modified
that a sillall cross-section corresponds to a deepening of the valley.$
Thus will be brought about the hanging side valley, and a local
modification of, and perhaps even a reversal of, direction in the grade
of the main valley.
If the rock be not homogeneous throughout, or i f i t be unequally
intersectecl by joint planes, further abrupt changes in grade will result.
The two processes which are effective in deepening the bed of the valley
are well recognized to be abrasion and plucking. Greater softness in
the rock will correspond to greater depth of abrasion, while the perfection of the parting planes will directly determine the amount of
quarrying in the rock by plncking. Abrasion being greatest on the

'-

* I. C'. Russcll, " Expedition to Mount St. Elias," Not. Gcogr. Mtrg., vol. 3, 1891,
pp. 132-133.
t dohnson, .Tounr. Geol., vol. 12, 1904, pp. 570-571.
$ A. Penck, Journ. Geol , vol. 12. 1904, pp. 1-19.
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upstream side of any irregnlarity in the bed, and plncking being largely
restricted to the downstream side, the tendency of these processes
working together will be to produce steps of flat tread but steep riser,
the latter coinciding with the nearly perpendic~ilarplanes of jointing.
It is further probable that the cliffs a t the lower margins of the
terraces are in many cases, a t least, considerably recessed through the
operation of a sapping process in every way analogous to that which
obtains a t the base of the Bergschrund, or Randspalte. So soon as the
rock-cliff has been formed, either below a narrowing of the valley or
where a hard layer of rock transects i t , the glacier will descend over
it i n an ice-fall, showing gaping transverse crevasses. These fiss~~res
i n the ice may be sufficiently profound to admit the warm air a t
midday to the rock joints, and so bring about with the nightly fall
of temperature a mechanical rending of the rock.
Basal cliff sapping being downward as well as backward, the reversed
grades of the treads i n the staircase could be thus explained. In the
Alps, Penck distinguishes especially one larger cliff in the staircase
which separates the head cirque from the trough valley (TrogtAal).
Water-erosion wiihin t l ~ eITalley during Retirernant of the Glacier.The staircase left by the ice, with its rock-basin lakes high up in the
valley and its morainal lakes in the lower roaches, undergoes a rapid
transformation under the influence of running water so soon as the ice
has largely vacated the valley. Flowing from the waning remnant of
tho glacier, this water is overburdened with sediment. I t s current is
sluggish on the treads of the steps, but develops a cascade over the cliffs
between. Tlie coarser de'bris which i t carries is thus quickly dropped
upon the treads to fill the lake-basins, and with the aid of the finer
material, the rock obstructions are cut through in narrow caiions and
with a marvellous rapidity. Where a barrier of Inore resistant rock has
hemtned in a portion of the valley (Riegel), narrow picturesque gorges
have been cut, such as the Aarsc71lucl~tand the gorge of the Gorner."
The lateral moraines, having slid down their slopes with the retirement
of the ice, are rapidly buried under the talus of the rock-slides from the
steep valley walls, thus partially obscuring the characteristic U of the
valley section. Sufficiently clew. marks are left, however, so that there
is seldom serious difficulty in restoring the main outlines of the glacial
history of the district.

* Some of thc Swiss gorge8 .eswcro described by Tyndall (' >tours of Exercise in t l ~ c
Alps,' pp. 224-230)

